
The latest innovation by Healy World supports you in harmonizing your 
surroundings through the emission of a magnetic field.    
Meet MagHealy; light, portable and discreet, it creates positive energy 
everywhere you go.

Where the Power of the Magnetic Field  
and Holistic Wellbeing Meet

MagHealy



MagHealy complements the original and widely successful Healy.   
Together, they create a powerful synergy, like an orchestra performing 
a frequency symphony.

MagHealy addresses the Bio energetic Field 
of space through a pulsating magnetic field 
aimed at harmonizing your surroundings.

Healy focuses on the Bioenergetic Field of 
the individual, promoting internal wellbeing.

Silent in Use, Loud with Benefits

Unique in Function, 
Intuitive in Use 

MagHealy is a smart 
wireless device. Light 
and travel friendly, it 
allows you to manage 
your wellbeing through 
your MagHealy mobile 
app.

Co-developed with 
Scientists, Proven in 
Practice 

Carolyn McMakin is a 
Doctor of Chiropractic, 
American teacher, 
researcher and 
pioneer of interfering 
dual frequencies and 
was one of MagHealys 
developers.

One Device,  
Four Innovations 

MagHealy offers four 
unique and powerful 
applications: Classic, 
Water, Atmosphere 
and McMakin. Choose 
the right support for 
every situation.

Kind to Animals, 
Friendly to Plants 

Even pets and plants 
can benefit from 
MagHealy Water 
application. Use it 
to influence your 
environment in a 
positive way.

The electrical force and the magnetic field are two 
complementary aspects like the Yin and the Yang.



The programs of MagHealy Classic  provide 
the time proven uses and benefits of 
 magnetic field application.

The MagHealy Classic module offers 
 various applications that fit many 
situations. Wherever you use it, find the 
ideal program that will help you relax, 
enhance and energize your surroundings.

WELLNESS TIP 
Take it to the gym to perform better during 
your workouts, have it with you while 
driving, and use it at night to enjoy better 
sleep.

MagHealy Classic 

The Proven Power of Magnetic Fields

MagHealy Water 

Enhancing the Source of Life

The MagHealy Water module includes 24 
programs to inform, energize and activate  
your drinking water with Quantum Analyzed 
Frequencies (QAF).

Stay hydrated and ingest positive energy into 
your cells and body. Your pets and plants will 
love it too!

WELLNESS TIP 
Enjoy better support for fitness activities, 
an increase in natural energy and mental 
relaxation. Drinking a sufficient amount of 
water every day is essential to maintaining 
positive wellbeing and now MagHealy is too.



This module uses Quantum  Analyzed 
Frequencies (QAF) with a pulsating 
magnetic field to harmonize your 
surrounding space.

It includes 24 programs to keep you 
productive, energized and feeling good 
while performing your daily activities.

WELLNESS TIP   
Feel the encouraging power of the 
Atmosphere programs for enhanced 
creativity, concentration, relaxation, 
workouts, sleep and much more.

MagHealy Atmosphere 

Influencing Space

Effective on the Mind, Body and Environment
MagHealy’s pulsation covers a diameter of up to 3 meters and extends 
even further through resonance. This allows you to enjoy the benefits 
of magnetic field applications within your entire surroundings.

Simply place your MagHealy device on your desk to 
benefit from a harmonious productive atmosphere. 
Achieve effective meetings with enhanced focus, 
creativity and clarity for everyone in the room.



MagHealy McMakin 

The Power of Interaction

Developed by Carolyn McMakin Doctor 
of Chiropractic, an American teacher,  
researcher, developer of Frequency 
Specific Microcurrent (FSM) and author of 
“The Resonance Effect”, this application 
is unique as it uses dual frequencies to 
precisely target various imbalances in the 
Bioenergetic Field. 

WELLNESS TIP  
Use the 24 programs to help you balance 
situations like stress or shock, emotional 
challenges, sleep, post-workout recovery 
and many more.

Carolyn McMakin

Wellbeing at the 
touch of a button
Download your MagHealy App to enjoy  
your new wellbeing experience.
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Wireless MagHealy device

MagHealy inductive charger

USB charging cable

Notice: The magnetic field programs of MagHealy device are not medical applications. They are not intended to cure, treat, mitigate, diagnose 
or prevent any disease or medical condition. They have not been reviewed by a notified body and are not part of a conformity assessment 
procedure under the MDD/MDR. The information on these pages is for reference and educational purposes only. It should not be treated 
as a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. You should always seek such advice from a qualified medical profes-
sional. While Healy World endeavors to keep the information contained in these pages current, no warranty or guarantee concerning the 
accuracy, suitability or timeliness of information is made. Healy World is not responsible for any loss or damage resulting from the use of 
the information provided on these pages. All information is presented on an “as is” basis and responsibility for its interpretation and use lies 
solely with the user.

What’s in the Box?

All components are of noble design and built 
to match each other, allowing MagHealy 
to always remain front and center, as it 
deserves. 

The Perfect Match! 
MagHealy comes with an all-new packaging 
design and what’s inside the box is 
equally impressive. Besides the MagHealy 
device, you will also find a comprehensive 
accessories box including an inductive 
charger, a USB-C charging cable and a 
manual providing an easy start.


